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5. The vast size of supergraphics necessitates a great deal of consideration of the spacial relationships involved before the design is rendered and the paint applied. The degree of success in supergraphics has, unfortunately, suffered from a lack of asethetic concern and has been a source of anxiety for many professionals. It comes as no great surprise then that many professionals have disassociated themselves with the term "supergraphics". They feel it lumps them together with laym_ en who merely decorate the surfaces of walls and do not understand . or care about the formal aesthetic considerations that a supergraphic project demands. Arvid Orbeck and Lou Ocepek are two professionals who are more fond of the term ''Wall Graphics", a term formerly used to describe large graphic works on wall surfaces, that lacks the stigma associated with supergraphics. An eastern firm, Propper and Elman has chosen the term "archimedia" to describe supergraphics. According to Propper, archimedia is "turning architectural elements and spaces into specific communications media." 2 There are others that will embrace rather than disassociate themselves from the medium. Robert Venturi, and Steven Izenour will defend to the death what most of us feel to be some of our more disgusting displays of supergraphics and supergraphics-related mediums: ·our visual clutter of commercial signs, billboards and neon lights. Venturi feels that these are the mainstays of Americana, symbols of the American city. They are signs of life.
Izenour maintains that too nruch design control creates a rather sterile environment: ''We're telling other professionals how you can learn from things you hate. 113 I find that I must agree that the overcrowded messy city-scapes that we've learned to grudgingly live with do possess a certain magnetism. My own experiences with the "ideal" collUllUnity of Columbia, Maryland resulted in an exasperated boredom. Columbia, Maryland is a new city on the east coast that was developed as an answer to the complex problems of urban renewal. The idea is to build new cities instead of renovating old slums. Columbia was designed to be an aesthetic city, free of congestion with tightly controlled design elements. All utilities including telephone poles and television antennas are underground. Supergraphics there are limited to directional signs, which are specific in sizes, shapes and colors. Columbia is a very pleasing and orderly city to look at, but it gives one the uneasy feeling of visiting a cemetery.
There are many forms of art that are related to supergraphics closely enough to cause some confusion as to whether or pot they come under the definition of supergraphics. Directional signs, murals and billboards could all be considered supergraphics under the right circumstances. Directional signs painted on the surface of a building, murals painted in a graphic way with the intention of disguising an "eye-sore" or directional billboards all come very close to being supergraphics, but might be listed under another heading.
In such cases , it might be best to use terms such as supergraphicmural, supergraphic-sign or supergraphic-billboard. I find supergraphics, despite the controversy surrounding it, to be an exciting, and visually stimulating medium. In my view, supergraphics is a lasting art form. In the future I feel, it will become as accepted as etching or ceramics. Supergraphics at its best is a fascinating and gratifying aesthetic experience. Depending on the school, there are wholly student organized supergraphics, supergraphics developed strictly by professional artists or artists-in-residence, teacher-initiated supergraphics and a host of supergraphics that represent a combination of teacher, student and artist's efforts. · W est Linn High School is representative of a teacher-directed, student-designed approach. Under the direction of Ms.Bocci, students taking the supergraphics class work on mimeographed scale layouts of the area they are to convert to supergraphics.
When the teacher and students agree on a design or combination of designs, they present it to the administration for approval.
Upon approval, they place the scale drawing in an overhead projector, where it is blown up to exact size. Then students pencil out the design and begin applying paint. Their directional supergraphics combines a doorway and wraps around a corner to make a trip to the library an easy and pl easing experience. The limited use of color and simple design increase readability and reduce distraction. Les Turpin is teaching supergraphics to students at Oregon City High School with an emphasis on the student-initiated approach. Mr. Turpin has gone to great pains to see that students get as much exposure to supergraphics as possible. He has excellent resource books available for student use as well as the laminated examples of professional supergraphics from magazines that he posts on the bulletin board. Before his students actually work on projects throughout the school, and in between projects, Mr.
Turpin has them working on ''blow-up" projects that he has devised. non-art students. Students were given a voice as to what type of design and theme would cover their walls, this sometimes ended in political controversy over subject matter between teachers, students and the administration. The results, as well as the art, were positive. The students had an opportunity to have a voice as to how they were going to manipulate an environment they spend time in every day. 
